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Hypothesis

Ireland's Homeless has become 
increasingly worse over the last decade 
compared to European countries such 
as Finland that have decreased their 
numbers drastically.
●  By investigating “Housing First” 

through statistics and research will 
it overall have any beneficial 
aspects towards long-term 
homelessness in Ireland.

When forming my hypothesis, I wanted to 
be direct with my question. By following 
the scientific method, I was able to 
develop my hypothesis, which is:

‘How does Finland’s method of 
“Housing First” approach 
anti-homelessness in Ireland?’
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Experimental Method

 Being able to use desk and 
field research I was able to do 
a comparison of the homeless 
figures.

Observation

Experiment Research

Comparison Statistics Online Meeting Emailing
I was able to attend an 
online meeting were they 
discussed “Housing for all” 
and “Housing First.”

After collecting my research 
an using CSO I was able to 
form statistical evidence.

  I emailed charities, TD,     
and Minister for Housing 
to see their opinion on 
the topic.



The Housing First provides housing to the 
individual, as well as support to enable 
them to stay in their secure accommodation.

Housing First participants will have access 
to support and treatment for as long as the 
participant requires. 

● Peter McVerry Trust have been running 
their own self-funded Housing First 
work outside of State funds.

What is Housing 
First? Housing First

● “Housing First” in Finland has reported a 
fall in numbers, in 2008 2,931 people 
were long-term homeless in the 10 
biggest cities. This number had dropped 
to 2,192 in late 2013, a reduction of 
25%

● In Ireland Peter McVerry Trust Ireland 
Housing First programme, which ran 
from 2014-2019 had an 86.8 % tenancy 
sustainment rate



DataIn this graph, we can see 
that by 2012 in Finland the 
reduction in number went 
drastically, but In Ireland, 
the numbers kept rising.

What's important to note is 
by 2013 “Housing First” in 
Finland there was a 
reduction by 35%, while in 
Ireland homeless figures 
have risen by 90%.



Conclusion
Homelessness is a massive problem in the 
world, but it’s clearly shown that after my 
further research and the comparison to 
Finland is:

● By examining Finland that has a 
close-range population to Ireland we 
are able to logically think and use 
their methods like “Housing First”. 

● But for us to be able to fund for 
“Housing First” it must be brought 
into a mainstream grant, and for the 
model to be put onto the budget 
separately under housing. 


